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Abstract

In this article we study the influence of different characteristics of our assimilation sys-
tem on the surface ozone analyses over Europe. Emphasis is placed on the evaluation
of the background error covariance matrix (BECM). Data assimilation systems require
a BECM in order to obtain an optimal representation of the physical state. A poste-5

riori diagnostics are an efficient way to check the consistency of the used BECM. In
this study we derived a diagnostic to estimate the BECM. On the other hand an in-
creasingly used approach to obtain such a covariance matrix is to estimate it from an
ensemble of perturbed assimilation experiments. We applied this method, combined
with variational assimilation, while analysing the surface ozone distribution over Eu-10

rope. We first show that the resulting covariance matrix is strongly time (hourly and
seasonally) and space dependent. We then built several configurations of the back-
ground error covariance matrix with none, one or two of its components derived from
the ensemble estimation. We used each of these configurations to produce surface
ozone analyses. All the analyses are compared between themselves and compared to15

assimilated data or data from independent validation stations. The configurations are
very well correlated with the validation stations, but with varying regional and seasonal
characteristics. The largest correlation is obtained with the experiments using time and
space dependent correlation of the background errors. Results show that our assimi-
lation process is efficient in bringing the model assimilations closer to the observations20

than the direct simulation, but we cannot conclude which BECM configuration is the
best. The impact of the background error covariances configuration on four-days fore-
casts is also studied. Although mostly positive, the impact depends on the season and
lasts longer during the winter season.
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1 Introduction

Data assimilation techniques are frequently used in many fields of application espe-
cially in Geosciences, such as weather forecasting and oceanography (Swinbank et al.,
2003). They are used to provide an estimate of the physical state of a system consis-
tent with the input information. This information comes from an a priori estimate of the5

physical state (also called the background) and from observations linked to the cur-
rent state of the system. The assimilation output is the best estimate given the input
information. It is known as the analysis. The process that creates an analysis also in-
volves the observational and background error covariance matrices. These matrices
determine the respective weights in the analysis given to each of these two pieces of10

information. The background matrix determines the spatial distribution of the correction
introduced in the analysis and the balance between the control variables of the system.
An optimal state can only be obtained by the assimilation process if these matrices are
correctly specified (Reichle, 2008). But direct determination of the background error
covariance matrix (BECM) requires information that is not directly available. It is thus15

important to find the appropriate way to estimate the BECM, as it is known to strongly
influence the assimilation results.

In air quality applications, several methodologies are currently used, but BECMs are
mainly obtained with ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) approaches. For example, Co-
man et al. (2012) used an EnKF in their analysis of partial lower tropospheric ozone20

columns to provide estimations of the background errors. Constantinescu et al. (2007)
have also investigated the EnKF for the simulation of air-pollution in the Northeastern
United States. Alternatively, in atmospheric chemistry as in other geophysical appli-
cations, one can combine an ensemble approach with a variational data assimilation
approach (Desroziers et al., 2008; Massart et al., 2011). We have used this approach25

for global ozone analyses, and we examine it here to provide a time-dependent BECM
for a regional chemical application.
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The goal of this paper is to investigate the impact of an ensemble-derived time-
dependent BECM in regional atmospheric chemical data assimilation. This study con-
tributes to the European MACC project (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Cli-
mate) whose one of its goals is to provide information services on European air quality.
Different Chemistry and Transport Models (CTMs) contribute to this project to pro-5

duce daily air quality forecasts for Europe and reanalyses of European air quality. In
this study we use Mocage (MOdèle de Chimie Atmosphérique à Grande Echelle), the
nested-domains CTM developed at Météo-France (Peuch et al., 1999). Mocage is com-
bined with an adapted version of the Centre Européen de Recherche et Formation
Avancée en Calcul Scientifique (Cerfacs) Valentina variational data assimilation sys-10

tem (Massart et al., 2005) to produce daily analyses of surface ozone over Europe.
The Mocage-Valentina variational data assimilation system is combined with an en-
semble method. We first estimate the time-dependent BECMs and in particular their
variance and their correlation elements. We build several configurations of the BECM,
some of them derived from the ensemble estimate. Analyses resulting from the differ-15

ent experiments using the different BECM models are then studied and compared. The
impact of the chosen model on four-days forecasts is also investigated.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the Mocage-Valentina chemical
assimilation system is presented, and results on an air quality case study are devel-
oped in Sects. 3 and 4. In Sect. 5, several selected experiments each using a specific20

background error covariance matrix are described and the impact of these experiments
on the analysis and forecasts is studied. Conclusions and a discussion are presented
in Sect. 6.

2 The background error covariance matrix in the assimilation process

In this section, the assimilation process is briefly presented. The main properties of the25

BECM are also given and the chosen methods to estimate the BECM are described.
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2.1 Assimilation process

The purpose of any data assimilation method is to compute the best estimate of the un-
known true state of the system studied. The estimation is usually based on the optimal
combination of observations and of other sources of information all gathered in a priori
information. When the a priori information comes from a model, it is expressed on the5

model grid as the background vector xb associated with the B BECM. All the informa-
tion from observations is gathered in the yo vector, associated with the R observation
error covariance matrix (OECM). In order to compare any state x to the observations,
the possibly non-linear H observation operator is generally introduced.

The variational approach for resolving the assimilation problem consists in minimiz-10

ing the variational cost function

J(x) =
1
2

(x−xb)TB−1(x−xb)+
1
2

(yo −Hx)TR−1(yo −Hx) , (1)

that both quantifies the difference between the current state x and the background, and
the difference between the observations and the equivalent in the observations space
of the model state x (Talagrand, 1997). Each difference is normalized by its own error15

specified respectively in the BECM and the OECM.
The optimal state xa is the one which minimizes the cost function of Eq. (1). This

particular model state is called the analysis. The analysis will be strongly affected by
the error covariance matrices. As an example, assuming high values of the background
error will reduce the weight of the background term in the cost function of Eq. (1) and20

will make the analysis closer to the observations (in the observations space).
In the case of a linear observations operator, H can be associated to its matrix form

H and the analysis can be expressed as

xa = xb +BHT
(

R+HBHT
)−1(

yo −Hxb
)

. (2)

Equation (2) shows that the analysis is equal to the background plus a correction25

proportional to the innovation vector do
b = yo −Hxb. The correction is then normalized
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by
(

R+HBHT
)−1

. The correction is reintroduced to the model space through HT and

finally multiplied by B. Here, the BECM matrix, through its covariances, spreads over
the model space the information coming from the observation space and extrapolated
by HT to the model space. It includes a spatial dispersion around the measurement
location and a spread between the control model variables. This behaviour reveals it is5

important to have an appropriate BECM.
The OECM contains errors in the observations process, such as instrumental errors

and representativeness errors. A diagonal or block diagonal OECM is used in most data
assimilation applications, which assumes that the observations are loosely correlated.

2.2 The background error covariance matrix formulation10

The BECM is a key-component in the data assimilation process. It contains two signif-
icant ingredients of our problem: how the observed information is spatially filtered and
propagated, and how the control variables are correlated. The BECM is written as:

B = E(εbεb
T ) , (3)

that merges all the information on the background error εb = xb −xt (assuming Gaus-15

sian statistics), where xt is the true state. Equation (3) assumes that the mathematical
expectation E of εb is equal to zero. This means an unbiased background error.

To directly calculate the BECM from Eq. (3), one would require the knowledge of the
background vector xb and the true state vector xt. But xt being unknown makes the
direct computation of the BECM not possible. It must be estimated. Having an efficient20

and robust method for its estimation is a key ingredient of our assimilation system.
The ensemble-based method combined with variational assimilation as described in
the following section is one of those methods.

Due to its typical size in Geoscience applications (B is an N ×N matrix where N is
the dimension of the model state vector, which can reach values greater than 108), the25
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BECM is usually written as:

B = ΣCΣT , (4)

where Σ corresponds to the diagonal matrix of standard deviations of the assimilated
chemical species in each grid point of the model (equal to the square root of the vari-
ances) and C corresponds to the positive definite symmetric matrix of correlations.5

In order to characterize the shape of the correlation functions, the length-scales di-
agnosis is often introduced (Daley, 1991; Pannekoucke et al., 2008; Belo Pereira and
Berre, 2006). The length-scale is considered as a relevant indicator of the spatial dis-
persion around the observation location. The more the length-scale is large, the more
the information given by the observation is dispersed. Most of the proposed formu-10

lations introduced to represent the length-scales suppose that the correlation at the
origin is a Gaussian function (Constantinescu et al., 2007; Pannekoucke and Massart,
2008; Weaver and Ricci, 2003). Thus the correlation ρ between two points separated
by a local distance of δ is

ρ(δ) = exp

(
− δ2

2L2

)
, (5)15

where L is the length-scale.
Estimating the BECM can then be reduced to the estimation of the diagonal of Σ and

the values of the length-scale required to compute C.

2.3 BECM derived from an ensemble approach

One technique to estimate the BECM is to use an ensemble of variational assimilation20

experiments (Belo Pereira and Berre, 2006). This method consists in integrating the
variational data assimilation system several times on the same period with perturbed
parameters (e.g. initial conditions, forcing, etc.). Therefore, an ensemble of n analyses
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{
xa
i

}
i=1,n is obtained, where n is the number of members of the ensemble. With a time-

dependent model, forecasts are made from these analyses. These forecasts will form
the background state for the next assimilation cycle. Then at each analysis time, an

ensemble of backgrounds
{
xb
i

}
i=1,n

is given. For each background state, its difference

with the mean of the ensemble of backgrounds xb =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xb
i gives an evaluation of the5

background error.
Considering the background error expression from Eq. (3), the BECM can be esti-

mated from the ensemble of backgrounds by

B ' 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
xb
i −xb

)(
xb
i −xb

)T
. (6)

The standard deviations and correlations matrices can be deduced from Eq. (6). The10

diagonal of the standard deviations matrix is estimated as

diag(Σ) =

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

(
xb
i −xb

)2
. (7)

The correlation between a grid-point k with another grid-point l can be written as

ρkl =
1

nΣkΣl
×

n∑
i=1

(
xb
i (k)−xb(k)

)(
xb
i (l )−xb(l )

)
, (8)

where Σk (resp. Σl ) is the background error standard deviations at the grid-point k15

(resp. l ). Assuming that k and l are two neighbour grid-points separated by a local
distance equal to δkl , the correlation obtained from Eq. (8) can be used to calculate
the Gaussian length-scale using Eq. (5). Thus the Gaussian length-scale is expressed
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as

Lkl =
|δkl |√

−2ln(ρkl (δkl ))
. (9)

Belo Pereira and Berre (2006) have also proposed a relatively cost-free length-scale
formula which can be used with a non Gaussian correlation:

L =

√
[σ{εb(x)}]2

[σ{∂xεb(x)}]2 − [∂xσ{εb(x)}]2
, (10)5

where σ{εb(x)} is the standard deviation of εb(x) and ∂x = ∂/∂x the derivative along
the latitude or the longitude. Note that the formula (10) requires the computation of
the forecast-error standard deviations, its gradient and the standard deviation of the
gradient of forecast error to calculate the length-scale.

A good estimate of the quantities in Eqs. (7) and (8) requires a large number of10

members to form the ensemble. But increasing the number of members increases the
numerical cost. For high resolution state-of-the-art assimilation systems, the compu-
tational cost of a large number of members is too expensive. Constantinescu et al.
(2007) have shown that the appropriate number of members varies, depending on the
application, from about ten to some hundreds. Thus, to artificially increase the number15

of elements on which the statistics are computed, we can compute them on several
assimilation cycles cj . As an example, in the case of m cycles, the diagonal of the
standard deviations matrix can be rewritten as

diag(Σ) =

√√√√ 1
n×m

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

(
xb
i (cj )−xb(cj )

)2
. (11)

Equation (8) can also be modified to take into account several cycles in the calculation20

of the length-scale. However if a large number of cycles are used, the BECM estimate
will lose its flow-independent property. Depending on the system used, a compromise
has to be found.
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2.4 BECM determination from a posteriori diagnostics

Desroziers et al. (2007) introduced simple consistency diagnostics to check covari-
ances of observation error, background error and estimation error in the observations
space. These diagnostics are easily obtained since they use quantities available after
the analysis, such as observed values and their background and analysis counterparts5

in the observations space. The consistency diagnostic on background errors can be
formulated as

HBHT = E[da
b(do

b)T ] , (12)

with da
b the analysis-minus-background differences, do

b the innovation vector (i.e. the
difference between observations and their background counterparts) and H the matrix10

corresponding to the linearized version of the observation operator. Note that this di-
agnostic does not produce information directly on the BECM but on its projection in the
observations space.

Equation (12) must be satisfied if the BECM and OECM are optimum. So, gener-
ally, its left-hand side and its right-hand side are calculated separately and compared.15

Each side of this equation is a matrix and a common method to compare them is to
compare their traces. If the traces differ, a correction can be applied to the BECM to
ensure identical traces and the analysis is repeated. The process can be iterated until
a convergence is obtained.

Because of the expectation in the right-hand side of Eq. (12), the calculation must20

be done on an ensemble of data assimilation experiments in order to be significant and
stable. But this turns to be as computationally expensive as an ensemble approach.

A posteriori diagnostics are usually used to check the consistency of the BECM and
the OECM. But since in our application the H observation operator is almost constant
from one cycle to another, we replaced the computation of the expectation by an av-25

erage over several assimilation cycles. We also assume that the standard deviation
of the background error is of the same order as the diagonal of HBHT (which is the
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BECM projected in the observation space). Thus the background standard deviation in
the observation space can be written as

diag(ΣH) ' diag(HBHT) ,

'
√
E[da

b(do
b)T ] ,

'

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
j=1

da
b(cj )[d

o
b(cj )]T . (13)5

where m is the number of cycles and ΣH is made up of the Σ values from observation
grid-point locations.

Similarly, the observation error covariance matrix can be diagnosed and formulated
as

diag(R) =
√
E[do

a(do
b)T ] ,10

'

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
j=1

do
a(cj )[d

o
b(cj )]T , (14)

where do
a is the observations-minus-analysis differences.

The correlations in the HBHT matrix are the background error correlations projected
into the observation space. As usually the observation grid is too sparse compared to
the model grid, it would be difficult to derive the background error correlation between15

two neighbouring model grid points from the background error correlation between two
observation locations. Thus, using the HBHT matrix to estimate the background error
correlation remains a difficult task and is outside the scope of the paper.

The above example of the use of a posteriori diagnostics to estimate the standard
deviations of background and observation errors is an efficient alternative to an en-20

semble approach. This is especially true because its computational cost is insignificant
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compared to the one of the ensemble method with the posteriori diagnostics computed
over several assimilation cycles.

3 Numerical experiments

The numerical experiments described in this article have been done in the context of
the European MACC project. Among the main MACC objectives is to provide infor-5

mation services covering European air quality. Involved in the MACC project, Cerfacs
has adapted the Mocage-Valentina data assimilation system to produce daily analysis
of air quality over Europe. Several chemical species are studied within MACC but we
focused on surface ozone (O3) in this study. Ozone is actively involved in atmospheric
chemistry, and results from the transformation of chemical precursors by chemical and10

photochemical reactions. In the troposphere ozone is one of the most relevant atmo-
spheric pollutant indicator (Delmas et al., 2005).

3.1 The chemistry transport model

Our simulations of tropospheric and lower stratospheric chemical composition over
Europe are performed with the Mocage multi-scale chemistry and transport model de-15

veloped at Météo-France (Peuch et al., 1999). Mocage covers a large range of appli-
cations dealing with the study of interactions between chemistry and climate or the
modelling of the tropospheric chemistry at a regional scale. Mocage uses meteorolog-
ical fields (e.g. wind, humidity and temperature) to compute the transport of chemical
elements, the chemical and photo-dissociation rates, or the exchanges between atmo-20

sphere and the surface. It describes the evolution of the modelled chemistry species
and their horizontal and vertical transport in the troposphere and in the stratosphere
(Josse, 2004). Among the different chemical schemes available within Mocage, we
chose the RACMOBUS one. RACMOBUS is a combination of the RACM chemical
scheme dedicated to the troposphere (Stockwell et al., 1997) and the REPROBUS25
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scheme dedicated to the stratosphere (Lefevre et al., 1994). It describes the evolution
of 118 modelled chemistry species. The air quality version of Mocage uses several
nested domains. The largest domain is global with a horizontal resolution of 2◦ ×2◦. It
provides the boundaries conditions for the regional domain. In our study the regional
domain covers Western Europe from longitudes 16◦ East to 36◦ West and latitudes 32◦

5

South to 72◦ North with a horizontal resolution of 0.2◦ ×0.2◦. For the two domains, the
vertical resolution has 47 levels from the ground-level to approximately 35km.

3.2 The data assimilation system

Mocage is coupled to the Valentina assimilation system developed at Cerfacs. Mocage-
Valentina is used for a number of applications to analyse the chemical composition of10

the atmosphere (Massart et al., 2011; Claeyman et al., 2010; Barret et al., 2008; Mas-
sart et al., 2009; El Amraoui et al., 2010). But even if some of the previous studies per-
formed with Mocage-Valentina were dedicated to regional aspects of the atmospheric
chemical composition, they were always done with Valentina coupled with Mocage in
a configuration using only its global domain. To have a regional analysis at a better15

resolution, a specific 3-D-Var version of Valentina has been implemented in order to
perform the analysis in the regional domain of Mocage. As surface measurements are
performed each hour with MACC, we use a 1-h assimilation window. Thus for each day,
24 assimilation windows of 1 h are used.

3.3 Ground-based stations20

The ozone ground-based stations used in this study are the ones used within MACC.
They are located in Western Europe, mainly in France, Germany, Italy, England and
Belgium (Fig. 1). We have chosen to study two periods, one in summer and the other
in winter for the year 2010. The number of reporting stations depends on the period
studied. More ozone data are reported during the summer period, especially in Italy,25

France, Sweden, Poland and Greece. The number of hourly observations varies in
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summer (resp. in winter) between 415 (resp. 382) and 739 (resp. 687) over Europe. If
several stations give measurements in the same grid cell of the model mesh during the
same hour, the median value of the ozone concentrations given by these stations is
assimilated. This value is allocated to the average position of all the stations used. Not
all the stations provide observations every hour.5

4 Estimate of the ensemble-based BECM for the surface ozone

We have used the ensemble method combined with the previously described vari-
ational assimilation to estimate an ensemble-based BECM. In the following section
the characteristics of the performed experiments are detailed and the results are dis-
cussed.10

4.1 Characteristics of the case study

Two opposite seasons are studied in order to account for seasonal variability, a sum-
mer period between the 1 and 10 July 2010 and a winter period between the 1 and
10 December 2010. For the two periods an ensemble of 10×10×24 realizations is
created representing 10 members during 10 days of simulation each day producing 2415

analyses and forecasts. The 10 members are obtained by running in parallel the data
assimilation system 10 times with perturbed emissions and perturbed observations for
each member. The emissions used for each member are equal to the reference emis-
sions multiplied by a global coefficient. The coefficient is constant for the whole day but
differs from one day to another and from one member to another. It is randomly chosen20

in a Gaussian distribution with an average of one and a standard deviation of 50%. In
addition, the assimilated observations of each member are derived from the reference
observation plus a centred Gaussian noise with a standard deviation consistent with
the OECM. The OECM and BECM used to build the ensemble are based on simple
formulations. As the two periods studied were already analysed we used a posteriori25
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diagnostics from Eqs. (13) and (14) to obtain these matrices. The OECM matrix was
assumed to be diagonal with the same value for all the measurements, its standard
deviation was found equal to 5.68ppb (parts per billion) in summer and to 4.79ppb in
winter. For the BECM, a value for the standard deviation is obtained for each observa-
tion location from the a posteriori diagnostic and this value is assigned to the grid cell5

containing the observation. An average of the standard deviation is also computed and
assigned to all the grid cells that do not contain any observation. Then a running av-
erage of five grid cells is applied to each grid point of the whole domain. The standard
deviation obtained is on average larger during the summer period than during the win-
ter period (Figure 2), with a mean value of 4.65ppb in summer and 3.38ppb in winter.10

The correlations used in the BECM are difficult to obtain with a posteriori diagnostics.
We thus used homogeneous and isotropic correlations by setting their length-scales
to 45km in the latitude and longitude directions. With this ozone value, variations are
reflected over approximately two contiguous grid cells in each direction.

The 240 realizations obtained with the configuration described above allow the cal-15

culation of the length-scales and the standard deviation matrix using Eqs. (9) and (7),
respectively.

Note that there are no observations over the oceans and there the emissions are
very low. As a consequence, there is very little variability in our members over the
oceans. This leads to inappropriate statistics and the results will therefore be only20

representative over the land.

4.2 The ensemble-based correlation matrix estimate

From the previously described ensemble, we first diagnose the C correlation matrix
of the background errors. As we formulate it from length-scales, we have tested the
two formulations to calculate the length-scales i.e. the Gaussian length-scales formula25

(Eq. 9) and the Belo Pereira and Berre formula (Eq. 10). As first results from the two
formulations provided similar values for the length-scales, we chose to use only the
Gaussian formula of Eq. (9).
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Atmospheric flows have generally different characteristic scales in the two horizon-
tal directions and in the vertical. Since the correlation structures of the background
error are linked to the atmospheric flow, it is essential to study the correlations in all
directions. Nevertheless we only focused on the horizontal direction. Diagnosing the
horizontal length-scales requires the knowledge of the correlation ρ(δ). It is calculated5

in the two horizontal directions from Eq. (8). The East-West correlation is computed us-
ing the correlation between a point and its East neighbour. The North-South correlation
is computed with the correlation between a point and its North neighbour.

The ensemble-diagnosed length-scales show that the horizontal correlations are
non-isotropic during summer, mainly stretched in the North-South direction (Figs. 3,10

6a). The average value of length-scales is 60km in the North-South direction and
48km in the East-West direction. During winter, the horizontal length-scales are more
isotropic (Fig. 6b). The average value of length-scales is 56km in the North-South di-
rection and 52km in the East-West direction. The values of the length-scales depend
on many parameters such as wind, orography, type of grid cell (i.e. rural, urban, subur-15

ban). The isotropy is lost during the summer. Larger North-South length-scales are in
fact linked to the photochemical effect. At mid-latitude all the grid points along a given
meridian have a zenith angle in the same range at a given time that implies similar
photochemical effects for all these grid points, especially in summer when the photo-
chemistry is a major component of the ozone evolution. These grid points are then20

correlated by the model and if we assume similar correlation in the model and its er-
rors, then we can explain that forecast errors are more correlated along the meridional
direction during summer. Consequently, the correlation of the forecast error is mainly
isotropic, during the summer photochemical effects tending to produce anisotropy by
stretching the correlation in the North-South direction.25

The length-scale values are relatively high over Ireland, Eastern-Europe and in the
vicinity of domain boundaries (Fig. 3). This is linked to the way the ensemble is built.
In regions without observations the ensemble has a lower variability because of the
lack of constraint by the perturbed emissions. In the vicinity of domain boundaries, the
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boundary conditions reduce the variability. In these areas, the simulations from all the
members are thus very similar, which gives a high correlation between them and large
length-scales.

From the members of the ensemble, hourly average statistics are calculated to obtain
the diurnal variation of the ensemble-based BECM. Note that these statistics are now5

computed over 100 realizations. They show that the diurnal cycle of the ensemble-
diagnosed length-scale is evident during photochemically active period. For example
in the grid cell of Paris, the length-scale values are high during summer when the ozone
concentration is large (between 9:00:00 UTC to 16:00:00 UTC, Fig. 5a), between 32km
and 58km (against 35km and 43km for winter). During winter ozone variations are10

mainly induced by transport, so the diurnal length-scales variations are small (Fig. 5a).
During the summer period, the difference between North-South and West-East length-
scales is clearly visible. This is also induced by the ozone photochemistry. In the Rhone
valley during winter, the high North-South length-scales compared to the observed
average values (Fig. 5b) may be due to the rapid ozone transport associated to the15

Mistral (a high South-North wind very common in the Rhone valley).

4.3 The ensemble-based standard deviation matrix estimate

We have also used the ensemble of backgrounds created from the different members
of the ensemble approach to calculate the standard deviation part of the BECM with
Eq. (11). The ensemble-diagnosed standard deviations are inhomogeneous over Eu-20

rope (Fig. 6). Some geophysical features appear such as over the Alps, the Rhone
valley and the largest cities in Spain and Italy during summer. The same structures
appear over Europe during winter with a smaller average of the standard deviations,
4.85ppb (against 5.05ppb for summer). Larger standard deviations during the summer
season could be due to high ozone concentration and variability. A diurnal variation is25

observed during summer with an increase during the day. During winter, the variations
of the standard deviations are smooth and the diurnal cycle is not visible (Fig. 7).
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We can remark that the structure of the standard deviations obtained with the en-
semble approach over Europe presents much higher spatial variations than the ones
used to build the ensemble members (i.e. obtained with the a posteriori diagnostics
shown in Fig. 2). The values estimated with our ensemble approach are larger than
the diagnosed standard deviations values. We have likely chosen a too large standard5

deviation to perturb the emissions used to create the ensemble members. Thus the
standard deviations from the ensemble approach are too large.

5 Impact of the BECM on surface ozone

The ensemble-based diagnosed BECM indicates that this error is space and time de-
pendent with sometimes large diurnal variations. So a time-dependent BECM should10

be adopted in our system to ensure a good surface ozone analysis. To measure the
impact of such a time-dependent matrix and the impact of each of its components on
the analysis of surface ozone over Europe, we performed the following study. Five ex-
periments were performed based on BECMs modelled using for its components a sim-
ple formulation, a posteriori diagnostics, or ensemble-based estimations. Statistics on15

the five analyses and five forecasts from the five experiments are computed against
a selection of validation stations. They are also used to estimate the most relevant
configuration of the BECM for our case study.

5.1 The BECM experiments

Five experiments that differ only by the choice of the BECM configuration have been20

conducted. These experiments have been chosen to identify the influence of each
BECM parameters (i.e. the length-scales and the standard deviations). These experi-
ments are:

– Percent: the standard deviations of the BECM used for this experiment are taken
as a percentage of the background, i.e. 20%. This makes the BECM time-25
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dependent as the background changes. The horizontal length-scales are homo-
geneous in latitude and longitude. This value is constant and set to 45km for each
grid point and has no diurnal variation.

– Oper: the standard deviations used to build the BECM are derived from the a pos-
teriori diagnostics computed in the month before the period studied (Desroziers5

diagnostics detailed in Sect. 2). The BECM is time-independent. As in the Percent
experiment, the horizontal length-scales are taken as homogeneous and equal
to 45km. This experiment is the operational (Oper) configuration routinely used
within the European MACC project.

– Std: the standard deviations used in the BECM for this experiment are those which10

were estimated from the ensemble method described in the previous section. As
in the Oper and the Percent experiments, the horizontal length-scales are equal
to 45km in latitude and in longitude.

– Lxy: in this experiment, the horizontal length-scales used to model the BECM are
set to the values obtained from the ensemble-based estimation. The correlation15

matrix is time and space dependent. The standard deviations used in the BECM
are the same as the Oper experiment.

– StdLxy: in this experiment, the BECM is modelled using both the length-scales
and the standard deviations which were estimated from the ensemble of realiza-
tions described in the previous section. This experiment corresponds to a fully20

time-dependent BECM.

To evaluate the impact of these five experiments, we also used the Mocage run with-
out assimilation. This simulation is our reference and is called the Direct experiment.

The characteristics of the different experiments are summarized in Table 2.
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5.2 Assimilated stations

From the MACC ozone ground-based stations presented in Sect. 3, a selection of sta-
tion was done. A classification by type of stations (i.e. urban, suburban and rural) has
been developed at Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques (CNRM) by Joly
and Peuch (2012). We have used their study in order to retain exclusively rural stations5

in the assimilation process. Rural stations give a relevant representation of large-scale
conditions because they are less influenced by local phenomena (e.g. emissions).

The ozone rural ground-based stations are mainly located in Western Europe. An
example of rural station locations is shown in Fig. 8. The number of hourly rural obser-
vations varies in summer (resp. in winter) between 206 (resp. 152) and 255 (resp. 247)10

over Europe.

5.3 Validation stations

From the rural selection of assimilated stations, some stations were excluded from the
assimilation process to serve as independent validation stations. We selected a vali-
dation station if its grid mesh contains more than three stations. The number of these15

validation stations depends on the season studied: 10 during summer and 6 during
winter (red points in Fig. 8). The coordinates of these stations are given in Table 1.
Each day, the observations from the validation stations vary from 138 to 167 during
summer, and from 72 to 95 during winter.

5.4 Results for the assimilated stations20

The daily correlation between the analysis of each experiment and the assimilated
observations are given in Tables 3 and 4 for the two periods studied. The correlation of
the five assimilation experiments is relatively high (around 0.9) and is always larger than
the correlation obtained with the direct Mocage run (i.e. the Direct experiment). The
values of the correlation from the Direct experiment show large seasonal variations.25
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During the winter period, the daily correlation is sometimes very low, as an example
around 0.2 for the period 1 to 10 December 2010. This is likely due to the difficulty of the
Mocage model to account for low ozone concentrations. However, during the summer
period, high peaks of ozone concentration are well modelled and the correlation is
higher (around 0.7).5

The five assimilated experiments have different behaviours: an experiment that gives
the largest correlation for one day, does not necessarily give the largest the day after.
But, in general, during the summer period the largest correlation is found in the Percent
and StdLxy experiments, whereas during the winter period the Std experiment has the
largest correlation. The Percent experiment gives less confidence to the background10

state than the other experiments with a smaller standard deviation of the background
error. That is likely why the analysis from the Percent experiment is closer to the as-
similated observations.

The two Lxy and StdLxy experiments also produce high correlation values compared
to assimilated data. As the length-scales of the BECM are larger for these experiments15

than the length-scales of the others, we deduced that increasing the correlation length-
scales of the background error allows to better represent the assimilated data.

Note that we only discuss in this paper the correlation between different sets of
observations. We do not discuss other statistical diagnostics. But we nevertheless sys-
tematically checked the root-mean-square statistic (RMS), as we found a similar be-20

haviour for the correlation and the RMS, the results on the RMS will not be discussed
in this paper.

Even if statistical results compared to assimilated data are close for each experiment,
we observed significant differences on individual analysis. For example, surface ozone
fields over Europe on the 7 July 2010 at 14:00:00 UTC are represented in Fig. 9a for25

the six experiments studied. Common features are observed: the highest ozone con-
centrations arise where the assimilated stations are located and high peaks of ozone
are visible over the most polluted places (e.g. over big cities). The Direct experiment
mostly underestimates the ozone concentrations on these polluted places. Comparing
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the Direct experiment with the various analyses shows that the Mocage model tends
to produce more ozone at the surface than the analyses, even over places where the
analyses are not constrained by the observations (e.g. in England and Eastern Eu-
rope, figures not shown). In the experiments with a horizontal length-scales equal to
45km (i.e. the Percent, Oper and Std experiments), large differences are observed in5

the ozone fields in the vicinity of large cities, such as over Paris, Milano, Madrid or
Valencia. The ozone fields agree better when the standard deviations matrix is diag-
nosed with a posteriori diagnostics (i.e. the Oper experiment) or is estimated from the
ensemble of realizations (i.e. the Std experiment). The distribution of ozone over the
Alps and urban cities is also quite when the ensemble-based correlation matrix is used10

(i.e. the Lxy and StdLxy experiments). The surface ozone in the polluted areas varies
between the five experiments and depends on both correlation and standard deviation
matrices.

5.5 Results for the validation stations

A Taylor Diagram is used to compare the analyses from the six experiments (i.e. the15

Direct and the five assimilated experiments) averaged over the 10-days period to the in-
dependent validation stations. This type of diagnostic summarises well the statistics of
the analysed fields from the six experiments in comparison with the reference field ob-
tained from the validation stations. The position of each point quantifies how closely the
analysis pattern matches observations. The correlation of an analysis and the obser-20

vation patterns is indicated on the radius of the diagram. The standard deviation of an
analysis is proportional to the radial distance from the origin. The centred root-mean-
square difference between an analysis and the observation pattern is proportional to
the distance to the point on the x-axis identified as “OBS”.

All the experiments issued from the assimilation process have a better RMS and25

a standard deviation closer with respect to the observations than the Direct experi-
ment. The 10-days correlations between analyses and the validation stations are lower
than the correlations between analyses and the assimilated stations. This means that
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the analysis is not able to constrain the values in the grid-cells which are too far from the
assimilated stations. The five experiments issued from assimilation have a large corre-
lation, ranging from 0.8 to 0.85 (Fig. 10) during the two periods studied. The statistics
of the five experiments are very similar during the winter period (Fig. 10b), but show
more spread in summer (Fig. 10a). The largest correlation is obtained when the length-5

scales vary in the BECM. During summer the largest correlation is given by the VarLxy
experiment and during winter by the Lxy experiment.

Those diagnostics clearly show that our assimilation process is efficient to bring the
model closer to the observations than the direct simulation, but we cannot conclude at
this stage which BECM configuration is the best.10

5.6 The impact of the BECM experiments on forecasts

To assess the differences between the models used for the BECM, we also studied
the impact of our experiments on the ozone forecasts. To this end, six forecasts of
four days (i.e. using Mocage without an assimilation technique) are created for each
assimilated experiment. The first forecast begins on the first day of the period studied;15

the second forecast begins the day 2 of the period studied; etc. For each forecast, the
initial conditions come from the analysis. Thus six forecasts of 96h are obtained for
each assimilated experiment.

In parallel, six four-day forecasts of the Direct experiment are obtained from the
Mocage simulation without assimilation. The first forecast is made up of the days 1 to20

4 of the Mocage simulation; the second forecast is made up of the days 2 to 5 of the
Mocage simulation; etc.

The hourly correlations between the six 96h forecasts and the assimilated observa-
tions are calculated. Thus, the value of the correlation at 1h represents the mean of
the correlations of the first hour of the six forecasts.25

The impact of the assimilation process is observed in Fig. 11. Results indicate that
the impact of the assimilation process persists longer during the winter period than
the summer period: one day in summer and about three days in winter. After that,
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forecasts from the five experiments from the assimilations are very similar to the Direct
simulation. During the first 12h, the influence of our assimilation is rapidly reduced
for the winter period. In summer, large daily variations of the correlation coefficient
are observed, but the analyses from the five experiments are all better than the direct
simulation for the first day. During summer nights, Mocage does not model well the5

ozone evolution and gives low correlations (less than 0.2). During the winter period
studied, the Mocage simulation starts with a correlation equal to 0.3 that grows the
days after. As the correlation with the observations of the 1 December 2010 is very low
(see Table 4), the mean of the six analyses is significantly reduced as the beginning of
the 96h forecast correlation, and the correlation profile of the Mocage simulation is not10

close to the profile of the other experiments.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have studied the impact on surface ozone analysis of a time-dependent
background error covariances matrix. In our approach the BECM is constructed from
a combination of a correlation and a standard deviations matrices, the correlations15

being characterized by length-scales. To evaluate our BECM model, we diagnose the
standard-deviations and the length-scales using an ensemble approach and a posteri-
ori diagnostics.

The diagnostics from the ensemble approach have shown that over Europe the
length-scales and the standard deviations of the forecast error vary significantly spa-20

tially and temporally (both hourly and seasonally). These variations are larger during
the summer period than during the winter period because the ozone concentration and
its variations are photochemically driven. The values of the standard deviations esti-
mated with the ensemble approach are larger than the diagnosed standard deviations
with a posteriori diagnostics. The standard deviation used to perturb the emissions to25

create the ensemble members is likely too large.
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We have performed several experiments that differ by the choice of the BECM con-
figuration, in which the correlations and standard deviations matrices come from the
ensemble-based diagnostics or from a posteriori diagnostics. The results from these
experiments are compared to a simulation without assimilation, and to a simpler exper-
iment in which the standard deviation is equal to a percentage of the background field5

and the length-scales are fixed. All the analyses from these experiments are very cor-
related to the observations, the data assimilated or the independent validation stations.
Comparisons of the analyses with the validation stations show that the use of a BECM
with time-dependent length-scales gives the largest correlation. All the analyses have
a better correlation with the observations than the direct Mocage simulation, but the10

differences between them are small and we cannot conclude which BECM formulation
is the most appropriate to the ozone simulation over Europe. The correlation depends
on the period studied and may change from one day to another. Finally, the impact of
the BECM formulation on four-days forecasts has been studied. Our assimilation pro-
cess has a different time influence on the ozone forecasts depending on the period:15

one day during the summer season, three days during the winter season. For longer
forecasts, the simulations from the analyses appear to have no added value compared
to the direct Mocage simulation.

However our results have been obtained for rather limited periods. It remains to be
seen how the present statistics would evolve for multi-year analyses. The impact of20

the BECM formulation has been also difficult to evaluate because the Mocage model
shows a systematic bias in situations with low ozone concentration. So the impact of
the analysis process is mostly to remove this bias, but this appears to be insufficient
to improve the forecast beyond one day. It would be therefore interesting to evaluate
the influence of the BECM formulation following the same methodology, but with other25

chemistry transport models with different error characteristics.

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank William Lahoz for the constructive com-
ments on this paper.
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Table 1. Coordinates of the validation stations; 1–5 both for summer and winter periods, 6–10
only for summer period, 11 only for winter period; FR for France and GE for Germany.

1 2 3 4 5
FR FR FR FR GE

(47.42, −0.61) (49.16, 6.65) (49.33, 6.27) (49.35, 0.11) (50.43, 12.61)

6 7 8 9 10
FR FR FR FR GE

(43.45, 4.93) (43.65, 7.20) (47.27, −2.34) (47.74, 7.30) (51.8, 10.62)

11
FR

(43.51, 4.98)
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Table 2. Summary of the experiments used to identify the influence of the BECM parameter.
“diag.” means that the parameter was calculated from a posteriori diagnostics; “ens.” means
that the parameter was calculated from an ensemble of realizations.

Experiments
Direct Percent Oper Std Lxy StdLxy

Length-scale − 45km 45km 45km ens. ens.
Std − 20% diag. ens. diag. ens.
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Table 3. Daily correlation between analysis of the experiments studied and assimilated obser-
vations, statistics during the period between 1 and 10 July 2010; the largest daily correlation is
printed in bold.

Summer correlation
Direct Percent Oper Std Lxy StdLxy

1 Jul 2010 0.7121 0.9120 0.8915 0.8989 0.8951 0.9056
2 Jul 2010 0.7242 0.9003 0.8929 0.8939 0.8936 0.8966
3 Jul 2010 0.6183 0.8923 0.8898 0.8940 0.8924 0.8945
4 Jul 2010 0.5939 0.8924 0.8779 0.8864 0.8900 0.9051
5 Jul 2010 0.6376 0.9382 0.9205 0.9236 0.9254 0.9248
6 Jul 2010 0.5791 0.9306 0.9075 0.9115 0.9111 0.9168
7 Jul 2010 0.6905 0.9493 0.9311 0.9366 0.9372 0.9387
8 Jul 2010 0.6641 0.8924 0.8860 0.8879 0.8902 0.8945
9 Jul 2010 0.6972 0.9044 0.9056 0.9112 0.9056 0.9099

10 Jul 2010 0.7184 0.9269 0.9016 0.9059 0.9030 0.9089
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Table 4. Same as Table 3 with statistics on the period between 1 and 10 December 2010.

Winter correlation
Direct Percent Oper Std Lxy StdLxy

1 Dec 2010 0.1950 0.8646 0.8734 0.9085 0.8981 0.9094
2 Dec 2010 0.2864 0.8569 0.8834 0.9200 0.9138 0.9275
3 Dec 2010 0.2705 0.8901 0.8977 0.9216 0.8977 0.9100
4 Dec 2010 0.3481 0.8847 0.8909 0.9129 0.9037 0.9095
5 Dec 2010 0.4140 0.8938 0.8683 0.8833 0.8667 0.8756
6 Dec 2010 0.5258 0.8795 0.8677 0.8816 0.8619 0.8673
7 Dec 2010 0.6549 0.8918 0.8986 0.9110 0.8841 0.8965
8 Dec 2010 0.6361 0.9112 0.8904 0.9027 0.8825 0.8946
9 Dec 2010 0.4118 0.8783 0.8717 0.8905 0.8710 0.8822

10 Dec 2010 0.2270 0.8617 0.8485 0.8875 0.8535 0.8793
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(b) Winter stations location

Fig. 1. Example of the location of MACC ozone ground-based stations, for the 1st July 2010
(top) and for the 1st December 2010 (bottom).

34

Fig. 1. Example of the location of MACC ozone ground-based stations, for the 1 July 2010 (top)
and for the 1 December 2010 (bottom).
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(a) Summer standard deviation

(b) Winter standard deviation

Fig. 2. Diagnosed standard deviation from a posteriori diagnostics (ppb), averaged in the period
between 1st and 10th July 2010 (top) and the period between the 1st and 10th December 2010
(bottom).
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Fig. 2. Diagnosed standard deviation from a posteriori diagnostics (ppb), averaged in the pe-
riod between 1 and 10 July 2010 (top) and the period between the 1 and 10 December 2010
(bottom).
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(a) West-East length-scales

(b) North-South length-scales

Fig. 3. Diagnosed length-scales (in km) of the horizontal correlation of the forecast error,
averaged in the period between 1st and 10th July 2010: West-East (top) and North-South
(bottom) length-scales.
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Fig. 3. Diagnosed length-scales (in km) of the horizontal correlation of the forecast error, av-
eraged in the period between 1 and 10 July 2010: West-East (top) and North-South (bottom)
length-scales.
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(a) Summer period

(b) Winter period

Fig. 4. Scatter diagram of length-scales (in km) of the North-South and East-West correlations
of the forecast error, averaged in the period between 1st and 10th July 2010 (top) and 1st and
10th December 2010 (bottom); lpx represents the West-East length-scales and lpy represents
the North-South length-scales.
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Fig. 4. Scatter diagram of length-scales (in km) of the North-South and East-West correlations
of the forecast error, averaged in the period between 1 and 10 July 2010 (top) and 1 and 10
December 2010 (bottom); lpx represents the West-East length-scales and lpy represents the
North-South length-scales.
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Fig. 5. Time series of estimated length-scales (in km) of the correlation of the forecast error,
hourly-averaged in the period between 1st and 10th July 2010 and in the period between 1st

and 10th December 2010 in the grid cells of Paris (top) and Grenoble (bottom); lpx represents
the West-East length-scales and lpy represents the North-South length-scales.
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Fig. 5. Time series of estimated length-scales (in km) of the correlation of the forecast error,
hourly-averaged in the period between 1 and 10 July 2010 and in the period between 1 and
10 December 2010 in the grid cells of Paris (top) and Grenoble (bottom); lpx represents the
West-East length-scales and lpy represents the North-South length-scales.
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Fig. 6. Estimated standard deviations (in ppb), averaged in the period between 1 and 10 July
2010.
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Fig. 7. Time series of estimated standard deviations (in ppb), hourly-averaged in the period
between 1st and 10th July 2010 and in the period between 1st and 10th December 2010 in the
grid cells of Paris (top) and Grenoble (bottom).40

Fig. 7. Time series of estimated standard deviations (in ppb), hourly-averaged in the period
between 1 and 10 July 2010 and in the period between 1 and 10 December 2010 in the grid
cells of Paris (top) and Grenoble (bottom).
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Fig. 8. Example of the location of MACC ozone rural ground-based stations, for the 1st July
2010 (top) and for the 1st December 2010 (bottom); the red points represent the validation
stations.
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Fig. 8. Example of the location of MACC ozone rural ground-based stations, for the 1 July 2010
(top) and for the 1 December 2010 (bottom); the red points represent the validation stations.
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(a) DIRECT (b) PERCENT

(c) OPER

Fig. 9. Surface ozone concentration (in ppb) on the 7 July 2010 at 14:00:00 UTC for the
(a) DIRECT simulation, (b) PERCENT simulation, (c) OPER simulation, see 2 for details on the
experiments.
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Fig. 9a. Surface ozone concentration (in ppb) on the 7 July 2010 at 14:00:00 UTC for the (a)
Direct simulation, (b) Percent simulation, (c) Oper simulation, see Table 2 for details on the
experiments.
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(a) STD (b) LXY

(c) STDLXY

Fig. 9. Surface ozone concentration (in ppb) on the 7 July 2010 at 14:00:00 UTC for the (a)
STD simulation, (b) LXY simulation, (c) STDLXY simulation (continued).
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Fig. 9b. Surface ozone concentration (in ppb) on the 7 July 2010 at 14:00:00 UTC for the (a)
Std simulation, (b) Lxy simulation, (c) StdLxy simulation (continued).
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(a) Summer period (b) Winter period

Fig. 10. Taylor diagram for several experiments studied, statistics averaged in the period be-
tween 1st and 10th July 2010 (top) and 1st and 10th December 2010 (bottom) for validation
stations.
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Fig. 10. Taylor diagram for several experiments studied, statistics averaged in the period be-
tween 1 and 10 July 2010 (top) and 1 and 10 December 2010 (bottom) for validation stations.
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(a) Summer period
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(b) Winter period

Fig. 11. Time series of the correlation between forecasts of experiments studied and assimi-
lated observations, statistics on six four-days forecasts in the period between 1st and 10th July
2010 (top) and 1st and 10th December 2010 (bottom).
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Fig. 11. Time series of the correlation between forecasts of experiments studied and assim-
ilated observations, statistics on six four-days forecasts in the period between 1 and 10 July
2010 (top) and 1 and 10 December 2010 (bottom).
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